
Qualiprotec Practical Test
Würenlos Motorway Bridge and  
Shopping/Service Area 
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  2 sq m test area
  Pre-treatment
  Application of clear fluoropolymer paint
  1st inspection after 3 years
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Motorway Practical Test
Würenlos Motorway  
Shopping/Service Area
The Würenlos Motorway Bridge between Zurich and Baden is the  
largest in Europe, popularly known as the «feeding trough». More than 
120 000 vehicles whoosh underneath it, day in and day out. Soot  
and dirt particles, light and UV rays, wind and weather: because the 
façade is exposed to the most extreme conditions, it is ideal for  
«road testing» Qualiprotec. 

In summer 2010 two square metres of the aluminium façade were 
cleaned (dirt and chalking removed) with Qualiprotec Cleaner N, then 
thoroughly cleaned with Qualiprotec Abrasive B and white pad  
to achieve a clean, slightly roughened surface. Finally Qualiprotec 
Re-Vitaliser Q35, a satin-gloss clear coating, was applied. Result: the 
original color looks just like new. Inspection after three years proves: 
there is zero change in color. The motorway «road test» underlines  
the excellent results of the Florida test, the toughest color test in the 
world (see diagram).  

Qualiprotec is a Monopol Colors 
brand. Discover more about 
innovative façade renovation at 
www.qualiprotec.com

Proven  

under the  

most extreme  

conditions

September 2010 
Test area on the chalked façade

September 2010 
Definite difference before and after

September 2013 
After three years no change in color and no loss 
of shine
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Fluoropolymer coating Qualiprotec Re-Vitaliser

Polyester coating highly weatherproof

Polyester coating

Florida test: minimal change in color DE 
Qualiprotec Re-Vitaliser (fluoropolymer technology) with best performance in direct comparison with 
other coatings
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